The criminal courtroom is closed to invisible victims. They did nothing to forfeit their claims to justice. However heinous the wrongs they suffered, however certain their evidence, however eager the prosecutors on their cases, no criminal tribunal will ever see them.

Invisible victims exist because of doctrines that immunize certain people from any criminal inquiry and punishment. These people include suspects whose alleged misdeeds occurred long ago, diplomats, legislators, pardon recipients, and the deceased, among many others. Shielding such individuals from criminal sanction often makes sound policy sense, but criminal law has yet to reckon with the moral cost of deferring unconditionally to their interests.

This Article offers a more balanced approach by disentangling the possibility of trial from the availability of punishment. In other words, criminal law should permit courts to hold trials of suspects who are otherwise immune from punishment. Even if sentencing will not follow, trials give victims a voice and juries an opportunity to recognize and condemn wrongdoing. Familiar procedural safeguards can protect unpunishable criminals’ weightiest interests, even as invisible victims receive the recognition they deserve.
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We know crimes were committed on a large and almost unprecedented scale. The question is who can be held accountable today . . . . In my opinion, there are no criminal charges possible now . . . .

—Former Tulsa County Presiding District Judge William Kellough

I. A BLINDSPOT IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

One century ago, on the morning of May 31, 1921, the Greenwood district of Tulsa, Oklahoma, was home to Black Wall Street, a self-built oasis of almost unparalleled African American prosperity. Streets packed with stores, hotels, jewelers, nightclubs, professional offices, and a library were the envy of neighboring communities.

Eighteen hours later, Greenwood was a shambles. White rioters had burned more than thirty-five square blocks to the ground, leaving three hundred bodies and ten thousand homeless residents in their wake. Local, state, and national histories largely omitted the Tulsa Race Massacre for
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seventy years. Many descendants of victims, still living in Greenwood and still suffering the aftereffects of that day of devastation, knew nothing of the Massacre until recently.

If criminal justice has any role to play, it is here. Yet now that the story of the Tulsa Race Massacre has come to modern light, legal doctrines block the criminal justice system from taking any action. Since the rioters are all deceased, the criminal law will not inquire into their misdeeds. Government entities that participated in the Massacre exist today, but applicable statutes of limitations periods expired long ago. The victims (three of whom survive today) and their descendants must seek what justice they can by pleading for political solutions in the fickle halls of the state legislature. Alternatively, they hope for civil damages by arguing that the Massacre satisfies the legal definition of a public “nuisance.”

This dynamic demeans them. The criminal justice system is our most solemn platform for recognizing victims and the wrongs they suffer. But, so far as the criminal record will ever be concerned, there was no murder or arson in Greenwood a century ago.

This Article introduces what it calls “invisible victims.” The criminal justice system underserves many populations. Invisible victims
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12. “Invisible alleged victim” would be more accurate throughout this Article. See Anna Roberts, Victims, Right?, 42 CARDOZO L. REV. 1449, 1451 (2021). Without a completed criminal adjudication, the wrong the victims are alleged to have suffered has not been formally established. I omit “alleged” throughout both for ease of locution and
are distinct from the marginalized victims whose interests biased police and prosecutors often refuse to acknowledge. Invisible victims face an even more formidable obstacle than executive discretion—non-negotiable legal doctrines that block any access to criminal justice, however certain the evidence may be. The victims of the Tulsa Race Massacre are invisible in this sense because the rule of abatement and statutes of limitations bar any validating action in criminal law. They are not alone. Many other doctrines—including diplomatic immunity and executive pardon—produce structurally similar injustices for countless other victims.

No victim should be invisible. No doctrine should automatically constrain criminal law’s ability to acknowledge those who have a legitimate claim to its recognition. Invisible victims exist because criminal law sometimes overzealously guards against any infringement of certain types of suspects, often people in positions of privilege and power. Though there are sometimes very good policy reasons for protecting these suspects, their interests should not automatically trump victims’ claims to recognition.

This Article argues that criminal justice should never automatically blind itself to wrongdoing just because of the wrongdoer’s identity. Trial advances victims’ dignity interests by memorializing their narratives and allowing impartial juries to weigh their allegations. Conviction, even without punishment, can validate victims by formally conveying society’s judgment that what they endured was a criminal wrong deserving condemnation. The proposal advanced below strikes a balance between offering victims the recognition they deserve and preserving the most important interests of those suspects whom the law seeks to protect.

Invisible victims are the logical counterpart of what this Article calls “unpunishable criminals” (or, depending on context, “unpunishable suspects”)—a person who (is alleged to have) committed criminal wrong but whom legal doctrine shields from sanction. A taxonomy of unpunishable criminals showcases the range of policy reasons that are supposed to justify this dynamic (Part III). Despite the broad variety of unpunishable criminals, there is one feature that unites them: they are all, so far as current law is concerned, immune from trial as well as sanction because the modifier “alleged” exacerbates the injustice I describe below. I believe all the invisible victims I describe truly suffered wrongs, even if who wronged them has not been established.


14. See infra Sections III.A.1–2.
(Part IV). The criminal justice system ensures that it will never punish—and also that it will never know.

The law should decouple immunity from punishment and immunity from trial (Part V). While theorists tend to talk of the criminal justice process as an undifferentiated whole with the same general purpose from start to finish—punishing wrong—there is room for a more dynamic approach. There are criminal justice values that trial, and trial alone, can accomplish. Dissociating conviction from the necessity of sanction would unlock presently overlooked criminal justice value for victims and simultaneously protect the weightiest concerns of unpunishable suspects.

This theoretical foundation sets the stage for a detailed policy intervention: criminal law should—when circumstances warrant—permit prosecutors to indict, and courts to try, unpunishable suspects (Part VI). Though unpunishable suspects have, by definition, much less to fear from the possibility of conviction, extra care is still necessary to ensure the integrity of the criminal justice process. Three complicating factors are most salient: whether the suspect could participate in trial, whether the suspect voluntarily rendered themselves unpunishable, and whether the suspect’s status as unpunishable is permanent or temporary. Each factor bears on the relative risks of proceeding to trial against an unpunishable suspect and points to additional procedural protections that should be in place.

II. WHY INVISIBLE VICTIMS EXIST

Invisible victims and unpunishable criminals are logical counterparts. The survivors of the Tulsa Race Massacre are invisible because those who injured them are beyond the reach of the criminal law. As a consequence, the criminal justice system has no mechanism for acknowledging and validating the Massacre’s survivors. They represent just one poignant pairing of invisible victims and unpunishable suspects. Unfortunately, there are many, many more. This Part introduces and begins to analyze some illustrative case studies.

Authorities allege that, from 2002 until 2019, Jeffrey Epstein raped or sexually abused dozens of underage women, some as young as fourteen.15 He also procured, through a “vast enterprise” of co-
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conspirators,\textsuperscript{16} underage girls to have sex with elite clientele.\textsuperscript{17} Authorities apprehended Epstein, and the evidence against him was compelling. After so many years of abuse and evasion, it seemed that authorities were on the verge of delivering justice for his victims. However, mere days before trial, prison officials discovered Epstein dead in his holding cell, apparently by suicide.\textsuperscript{18}

More than forty women allege that Bill Cosby raped or sexually assaulted them between the 1960s and early 2000s.\textsuperscript{19} Many of Cosby’s accusers report that he drugged them with hypnotic Quaaludes\textsuperscript{20} before forcing them to engage in sex acts they would not or could not describe.\textsuperscript{21} Because the vast majority of Cosby’s crimes occurred long ago, he is largely immune from sanction.\textsuperscript{22} He assaulted many of his victims decades before \#MeToo brought to light rampant sexual abuse in the entertainment industry.\textsuperscript{23} In California, New York, and Nevada, where Cosby was most

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Gabriela Saldivia, \textit{Jeffrey Epstein Dead by Apparent Suicide at Manhattan Jail}, \textit{NPR} (Aug. 10, 2019, 10:00 AM), https://www.npr.org/2019/08/10/750113214/jeffrey-epstein-found-dead-early-saturday-morning [https://perma.cc/GVM9-VXUL].
\item \textsuperscript{21} Patrick Ryan, Maria Puente & Carly Mallenbaum, \textit{A Complete List of the 60 Bill Cosby Accusers and Their Reactions to His Prison Sentence}, \textit{USA Today} (July 6, 2021, 10:33 AM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/2018/04/27/bill-cosby-full-list-accusers/555144002 [https://perma.cc/AJB8-QLCQ].
\end{itemize}
active, the statutes of limitations for sexual assault were ten, five, and four years, respectively. In Pennsylvania, which had a longer limitations period, a jury found Cosby guilty of just one incident. A court subsequently vacated even that lone conviction as inconsistent with a witness immunity agreement prosecutors had offered Cosby many years earlier.

In August 2019, a U.S. diplomat’s spouse, Anne Sacoolas, was driving in the wrong lane when she struck and killed U.K. teenager Harry Dunn. Sacoolas concedes she was driving negligently, but she fled the country soon after. Even had she stayed, diplomatic immunity would have protected her from punishment. In the United States alone, there are over 100,000 people with similar diplomatic immunity.

By most accounts, criminal law’s central and culminating purpose is to give wrongdoers the punishment they deserve and the punishment that will deter. As the above cases illustrate, unpunishable suspects often occupy positions of power and privilege. Many invisible victims come from disempowered communities that are least able to fend for themselves.

28. This was pursuant to an immunity agreement Cosby signed with prosecutors more than a decade ago. Merritt Kennedy & Joe Hernandez, Bill Cosby Is Released From Prison After Court Overturns Sexual Assault Conviction, NPR (June 30, 2021, 5:36 PM), https://www.npr.org/2021/06/30/1011799764/bill-cosbys-conviction-for-sexual-assault-is-overturned-by-a-pennsylvania-court [https://perma.cc/3DDK-FN6J].
31. Id.; Schwartz, supra note 29.
Criminal law’s inability to pursue suspects like Epstein, Cosby, and Sacoolas introduces a gap in justice. Such gaps are often unavoidable. With respect to deceased suspects like Epstein, the law has no option but to forgo punishment because punishment is physically impossible. Every modern criminal code recognizes that statutes of limitations, like those that protect Cosby, are essential safeguards. And the diplomatic immunity that Sacoolas enjoys is necessary “to ensure the efficient performance of the functions of diplomatic missions.” For present purposes, I assume that the law is correct whenever it determines that the balance of interests favors granting a class of suspects immunity from punishment.

Even where immunity from punishment is the best policy, it is still worth asking what the criminal law can do to mitigate the justice gap for victims. Far from making things better for victims, the law presently adds discretionary insult to necessary injury. Consider, once again, Epstein’s case. Shortly after authorities found him dead, prosecutors called on the court to dismiss the case. The judge capitulated: “Mr. Epstein’s death obviously means that a trial in which he is a defendant cannot take place.” The rule of abatement mandates that a defendant who dies must have his indictment wiped clean. Cosby, too, will never see charges for most of his offenses because the right of repose guaranteed by statutes of limitations legally includes repose from trial. Similarly, under ordinary rules, Sacoolas could not be tried for vehicular homicide because diplomatic immunity also confers immunity from suit.

Though the rationale differs in each case, a legal pattern starts to emerge: unpunishable suspects are also unprosecutable suspects. And with that pattern, the criminal law renders large classes of victims invisible to its entire apparatus. In effect, the law seems to assume that when there is no possibility of punishing a suspect—even were a conviction secured—it must wash its hands of the matter entirely. It is as if the whole game is not worth the candle when a suspect is beyond sanction. Unpunishable
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36. Watkins, Weiser & Harris, supra note 15.
38. In a stunning development, U.K. officials seem poised to conduct a first-ever “virtual trial” of Sacoolas, who will remain in the United States, likely not participate, and face no punishment. See Hallam, supra note 30.
39. William Laufer and Robert Hughes are critical of the law’s complacency in the face of the fact that it fails to punish most crime that occurs. Laufer & Hughes, supra note 13. Though they, too, are concerned with victims, they emphasize what punishment
defendants become unpunishable defendants. Neither legal theory nor sound policy forces this conclusion, but with it, the law forfeits several benefits it could offer to victims and society. The implicit rule that unpunishable suspects cannot be subject to trial imposes an unappealingly reductive vision of the criminal justice system’s organizing ambition: to impose suffering on wrongdoers. But justice encompasses more than punishment, and so should the criminal law. Importantly, justice demands that we recognize victims and the wrongs they suffer.

The criminal justice system tends to fixate on what it can do to criminals. This anemic self-conception distracts criminal law from what it can do for victims and society. Trial and sentencing have many overlapping and intertwined goals. Identifying the guilty, measuring fault, and administering deserved sanctions are certainly among them. However, trial also has independent values. For example, trial provides victims with a platform for shaping their own narratives. Since prosecution can serve some justice values irrespective of impending punishment, conditioning pursuit of the former on the possibility of the latter reduces the good that criminal law can deliver. The Victims’ Rights Movement of the 1970s, the federal Crime Victim’s Rights Act of 2004, and more recent victim-focused state Marsy’s laws all recognize various rights of victims to of defendants can do for victims. Id. at 174–75. While their work is an admirable step in the right direction, it overlooks the antecedent (and, I believe, potentially more significant) benefits of trial for victims.

40. Discussions of the “purposes of criminal law” quickly become discussions of the purposes of punishment. See, e.g., James B. White, Making Sense of the Criminal Law, 50 U. COLO. L. REV. 1, 3–4 (1978) (“Much contemporary writing about criminal law asks whether, and how far, each of these purposes serves as a justification either of the practice of punishment in general or of its infliction in a particular case or class of cases.”); Diane F. Orentlicher, Settling Accounts: The Duty to Prosecute Human Rights Violations of a Prior Regime, 100 YALE L.J. 2537, 2570 n.141 (1991) (quoting JOHN ALAN APPLEMAN, MILITARY TRIBUNALS AND INTERNATIONAL CRIMES 9 (1954)) (“The purposes of the criminal law are rather to punish the wrongdoer for his offense against the mores of society and to deter others from acting likewise.”); Dan M. Kahan & Martha C. Nussbaum, Two Conceptions of Emotion in Criminal Law, 96 COLUM. L. REV. 269, 273, 373 (1996).


43. 18 U.S.C. § 3771.

44. See generally MARSY’S L., https://www.marsyslaw.us [https://perma.cc/8N9P-G8ZC] (last visited Feb. 20, 2022); CAL. CONST. art. I, § 28(b). To
participate in trial when they believe they have been wronged. The presumption behind most victims’ rights initiatives is that trial is an option. Under current law, that presumption proves false for invisible victims.

As I argue below, criminal law can do better. This Article’s modest thesis is that the value of trial and verdict—for invisible victims and society—will sometimes outweigh an unpunishable suspect’s interest in being left totally alone. Consequently, the law should be open to allowing prosecutors to charge, and courts to try, unpunishable suspects just as they would ordinary suspects. Linking prosecution to the possibility of punishment makes criminal justice an all-or-nothing affair. It denies victims and society the expressive and restorative benefits of reckoning with the past just because circumstance, law, or the suspect’s own hand rendered them ineligible for punishment. By decoupling prosecution and punishment, the criminal law could restore the role of victims and society in judging what happened, even where policy considerations favor suspects’ immunity from sanction.

None of this is to deny that there are costs to trying unpunishable suspects. Some of the costs are material. Trials are not free; they take up judicial and prosecutorial resources that are already in short supply. All else being equal, these limited resources are better allocated to situations where the course of criminal justice can come to its punitive conclusion. Other costs are moral. While some victims may want to tell their stories publicly, others may prefer to leave the trauma of the past behind them. Trials of unpunishable suspects also carry a higher risk of unfairness. Defendants who do not face punishment may lack the incentive, or sometimes even the ability, to fully defend themselves in person. I will reckon with all these costs in due course. Various procedural safeguards can mitigate some of them.

In circumstances where the risks of trial outweigh the value of truth, prosecutors should decline to proceed.

date, twelve states have approved Marsy’s laws. See Marsy’s Law for All, Ballotpedia, https://ballotpedia.org/Marsy%27s_Law_for_All [https://perma.cc/5NKZ-DGLK] (last visited Feb. 20, 2022).

45. Davila v. Davis, 137 S. Ct. 2058, 2069 (2017) (“We cannot ‘assume that these costs would be negligible,’ and we are loath to further ‘burden . . . scarce federal judicial resources’ . . . .”) (citations omitted) (first quoting Murray v. Carrier, 477 U.S. 478, 487 (1986); then quoting McCleskey v. Zant, 499 U.S. 467, 491 (1991); Blackledge v. Allison, 431 U.S. 63, 71 (1977) (“Judges and prosecutors conserve vital and scarce resources.”)).
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Various legal and situational factors can immunize criminals and render their victims invisible. To demonstrate the full scope of this criminal justice deficit, this Part offers a taxonomy of unpunishable criminals. In so doing, this Part follows existing legal doctrines and concepts, which tend to focus on wrongdoers rather than victims. That focus is the partial source of the law’s pathology. As Part V demonstrates, the cure is to bring victims back into view.

The taxonomy below proposes three primary categories of factors that can immunize unpunishable criminals: statuses at the time of the crime, conditions that develop after crime, and developments that render criminals physically unavailable.

A. Status at Time of Crime

The law grants some individuals immunity from punishment because of a status they possessed at the time of their crimes. The thought is that criminal sanction would interfere with an important function that people with that status are supposed to fulfill. In the law’s judgment, those functions are indispensable and take precedence over exacting justice.

1. DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY

Foreign officials are immune from punishment by host countries. This protection includes foreign diplomats, consular officers, employees of international organizations, and their close affiliates (e.g., family members). Diplomatic immunity is almost as old as international law itself. While its codification is a relatively recent development, the legal custom has existed around the world for millennia. Ancient civilizations in China, India, and Egypt all recognized the inviolability of foreign diplomats. See Marsha L. Frey & Linda Frey, Diplomatic Immunity, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, https://www.britannica.com/topic/diplomatic-immunity [https://perma.cc/DA6D-TH2E] (last visited Feb. 20, 2022); Anna Raphael, Note, Retroactive Diplomatic Immunity, 69 DUKE L.J. 1425, 1429 (2020).
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diplomats within their borders. Ancient Greece and early Rome also issued a special status for envoys to prevent interference with their official purposes. By the Middle Ages, diplomatic immunity was a nearly ubiquitous legal phenomenon.

Today, both U.S. and international law provide for diplomatic immunity. The 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Immunity protects diplomats and their household family members and staff. Under the Convention, a host country that suspects a diplomat of a crime has three options: (1) nonaction, (2) declaring the offending diplomat a persona non grata (i.e., kicking them out of the country), or (3) requesting a waiver of immunity from the diplomat’s home country. Such waivers are rare. The United States ratified the Vienna Convention in 1972 and Congress implemented it six years later through the Diplomatic Relations Act. The Act is essentially indistinguishable from the Convention except that the Act extends diplomatic protections to foreign officials “regardless of whether the sending State is a party to the Convention.”

The purpose of diplomatic immunity “is not to benefit individuals but to ensure the efficient performance of the functions of diplomatic missions.” The threat of criminal sanction can interfere with diplomats’ efforts to facilitate peaceful and prosperous international relations. This so-called “functional” understanding of diplomatic immunity has largely superseded older justifications founded on personal representation (according to which “the diplomat is the personification of [the sending State] and should, therefore, receive the same privileges as the sovereign”) and extraterritoriality (according to which the diplomat legally remains within the sending State even when they are temporally in the receiving State).

56. See Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, supra note 34, arts. 29, 37.
57. See Morris, supra note 55, at 606–07.
60. 22 U.S.C. § 254c.
61. See Raphael, supra note 48, at 1433.
63. Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, supra note 34.
2. PRESIDENTIAL IMMUNITY

Though diplomats (and their affiliates) form the largest class of people who are unpunishable by virtue of their status, they are not alone. Of recent concern for the U.S. polity, sitting presidents likely are immune from criminal punishment. According to historic convention, presidential immunity endures even after leaving office.\(^{65}\) The Supreme Court has yet to weigh in on the issue, but the constitutional case for sitting presidents is strong. Criminal punishment would interfere with the president’s ability to carry out constitutionally delegated executive functions.\(^{66}\) The president’s “duties as chief magistrate demand his whole time.”\(^{67}\) That does not leave much time for moonlighting in prison.\(^{68}\)

In recent memory, President Donald Trump was alleged to have committed criminal violations of federal election laws.\(^{69}\) Many believe he directed secret hush payments to Stormy Daniels, an extra-marital love interest whose story could have disrupted his presidential bid.\(^{70}\) Trump’s alleged violations of campaign finance laws may have shaped the course of history, giving him an advantage over 2016 Democratic contender


\(^{66}\) 3 J OSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES § 1563 (1833) (“The president cannot, therefore, be liable to arrest, imprisonment, or detention, while he is in the discharge of the duties of his office . . . .”); Akhil Reed Amar & Brian C. Kalt, *The Presidential Privilege Against Prosecution*, 2 NEXUS 11, 11 (1997) (“Sitting Presidents cannot be prosecuted.”).


Hillary Clinton. In partial deference to presidential immunity, the Department of Justice declined to press any charges.

3. LEGISLATIVE IMMUNITY

A more limited form of immunity protects legislators. The Speech or Debate Clause of the Constitution provides that “Senators and Representatives . . . for any Speech or Debate in either House, . . . shall not be questioned in any other Place.” The Supreme Court has held that “the Clause provides protection against . . . criminal actions” for “legislative acts.” “A legislative act has consistently been defined as an act generally done in Congress in relation to the business before it.” The Clause exists to “protect the integrity of the legislative process.”

Controversial examples of legislative immunity are easy to come by. On February 12, 2020, Senator Richard Burr (R-N.C.) sold many shares of large companies, including holdings in hotel chains; the timing was suspicious because the sales followed Senate committee briefings with top government health officials and preceded the market’s plunge in response to COVID-19. Burr’s sales netted between $628,000 to $1,700,000. Authorities investigated Burr for possible insider trading. FBI agents even obtained a search warrant for Burr’s cellphone and his cloud storage. However, the Speech or Debate Clause presented the same

75. Todd Garvey, CONG. RSCH. SERV., R45043, UNDERSTANDING THE SPEECH OR DEBATE CLAUSE 1 (2017).
77. Id. at 507.
79. Id.
80. Id.
81. Devlin Barrett, Seung Min Kim, Spencer S. Hsu & Katie Shepherd, Sen. Richard Burr Stepping Aside as Intelligence Committee Chair Amid FBI Investigation of Senators’ Stock Sales, WASH. POST (May 14, 2020),
obstacle that it has for past efforts to charge senators with insider trading. Part of the case against Burr would have involved public speeches he made in his legislative capacity expressing confidence in the U.S. economy’s resilience. The DOJ dropped its investigation of Burr less than one year after his sell-off.

B. Circumstance Arising After Crime

Criminals may become unpunishable because of circumstances that arise after commission of a crime. In the time between the crime and the onset of the circumstance, a court could sentence them if they were apprehended and convicted. However, once the circumstance sets in, punishment is no longer a legal option. This Section discusses several examples.

1. RUNNING OF LIMITATIONS PERIOD

Many criminals can become unpunishable if they are patient enough. The vast majority of criminals are never caught. Once the statute of limitations runs, they become immune from punishment. Limitations periods vary widely by jurisdiction, but three to six years is typical for felonies (a few of the most serious crimes, such as murder, have no statute of limitations). Bill Cosby, discussed above, is one salient example of

https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/05/14/fbi-richard-burr-warrant/ [https://perma.cc/37F4-ZBUU].
84. Mak, supra note 82.
86. See Laufer & Hughes, supra note 13, at 157.
someone protected by the limitations period. Dozens of women alleged he raped or sexually assaulted them, but Cosby only faced trial on account of one. The other allegations are time-barred.

From the perspective of punishment theory, statutes of limitations are odd. As Oliver Wendell Holmes asked, "[W]hy is peace more desirable after twenty years than before?"90 The mere passage of time is irrelevant to the traditional interests of criminal justice, such as retribution, deterrence, and rehabilitation.91 The age of a crime has no direct bearing on whether it deserves punishment92—a rape that occurred ten years ago is just as reprehensible today. Deterring rape by punishing its incidence is just as important now as in the past.93 Society has just as much interest in rehabilitating a sex offender whose criminal disposition arose yesterday as one whose disposition arose yesteryear.94

Nonetheless, statutes of limitations remain near-universal features of modern criminal law.95 In other work, I have argued that they serve implicitly to recognize that people’s psychological identities change over time; a person today may not be the same as the suspect from twenty years ago with the same DNA.96 More mainstream justifications for statutes of limitations fall into two categories: those according to which prosecuting old crimes is “unproductive for society” and those according to which it is “unfair to the perpetrator.”97 Under the first category are those justifications that see statutes of limitations as facilitating accuracy at trial by “requiring that prosecutions be based upon reasonably fresh

94. ROGER PRZYBYLSKI, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., RECIDIVISM OF ADULT SEXUAL OFFENDERS 2 (2015), https://www.smart.gov/pdfs/RecidivismofAdultSexualOffenders.pdf (https://perma.cc/34AC-HWPP) (stating that recidivism reduction must be a critical aspect of criminal justice and finding that while sexual recidivism rates are lower than recidivism for general crimes, certain types of sex offenders have different rates of recidivism, and some may increase as time since conviction goes on).
95. 2 PAUL H. ROBINSON, CRIMINAL LAW DEFENSES § 202(a) (1984) (“Nearly every American jurisdiction has some form of time limitation within which a criminal prosecution must be instituted . . . .”).
96. See Diamantis, supra note 33.
evidence.\textsuperscript{98} Under the second category, statutes of limitations are thought to protect suspects’ right of repose.\textsuperscript{99}

2. INCOMPETENCY

A suspect who becomes incompetent may be immune from some forms of punishment, or even from any punishment at all. Consider Alvin Bernard Ford, who in 1974 was sentenced to death in Florida for shooting a helpless, wounded police officer in the back of the head at close range.\textsuperscript{100} Though competent at the time of his crime and trial, during his many years awaiting execution, Ford began to experience severe delusions.\textsuperscript{101} For example, he thought prison guards were stashing dead bodies in prison beds and holding his family hostage.\textsuperscript{102} Though Florida’s governor signed Ford’s death warrant, the U.S. Supreme Court determined that the Eighth Amendment forbids authorities from executing insane individuals.\textsuperscript{103} Killing an inmate who cannot understand why he is facing punishment would be a cruel and unusual spectacle because it could not possibly advance any of criminal law’s retributive or deterrent interests.\textsuperscript{104}

The immunity afforded by incompetency arising after an alleged crime lasts only as long as the incompetency itself.\textsuperscript{105} While controversial, authorities may forcibly medicate an individual accused of a serious crime if such medication is necessary to restore their competency and is consistent with best medical practice.\textsuperscript{106} Courts are split on the extent to which the state may medicate capital convicts in order to restore competency for execution.\textsuperscript{107}

3. PARDONS, WITNESS IMMUNITY, AND AMNESTY

Some officials have the power to make criminals unpunishable on an ad hoc basis.\textsuperscript{108} The Constitution gives the president the “unlimited”

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{98} \textit{Model Penal Code} § 1.07 (current version at § 1.06) cmt. 16 (AM. L. INST., Tentative Draft No. 5., 1956).
\item \textsuperscript{100} \textit{Ford v. Wainwright}, 752 F.2d 526 (11th Cir. 1985).
\item \textsuperscript{101} \textit{Ford v. Wainwright}, 477 U.S. 399, 401 (1986).
\item \textsuperscript{102} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{103} \textit{Id.} at 404, 410.
\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{Sell v. United States}, 539 U.S. 166, 180–82 (2003).
\item \textsuperscript{107} \textit{Compare Singleton v. Norris}, 319 F.3d 1018, 1027 (8th Cir. 2003) (permitting forcible restoration of competency for execution), \textit{with Perry}, 610 So. 2d at 747 (prohibiting forcible restoration of competency for execution).
\end{itemize}
power to pardon and commute individual criminal sentences for any and all federal crimes. President Trump drew criticism for seeming to use the pardon power selectively on behalf of “friends whose cases resonate[d] with him personally.” For example, in 2020, Trump commuted the sentence of his “longtime friend,” Roger Stone, who had been convicted and sentenced to forty months’ imprisonment for lying to Congress about election interference. Earlier, in 2017, Trump pardoned Arizona Sheriff Joe Arpaio (self-proclaimed to be “America’s toughest sheriff”), whom a court convicted of contempt for ignoring its order not to apprehend Latinos for discriminatory reasons. Trump, however, was not alone in his generous use of the pardon power. His predecessor, Barack Obama, pardoned or granted clemency to more than ten times as many people.

Pardons are most concerning when presidents use them preemptively. The ordinary presumption behind a pardon is that the recipient committed the crime at issue. Indeed, pardons typically come after trial and conviction. However, a preemptive pardon comes before the criminal justice process even gets started. Preemptive pardons have a long history. Most famously, President Ford preemptively pardoned

President Nixon. More recently, many feared on the eve of President Biden’s inauguration that President Trump was preparing an extensive list of preemptive pardons for family members, close affiliates, and maybe even himself. Though these fears never materialized, Trump did preemptively pardon five other suspects.

 Governors can exercise the pardon and clemency powers with respect to state crimes. Supporters justify the powers as a tools for advancing public welfare when punishment would work a greater injustice than leniency. Critics observe that they can foster corruption.

 Congress also has the power to render criminals unpunishable through acts of amnesty. The distinction between pardon and amnesty is “one rather of philological interest than of legal importance.” Their effect is the same: “amnesty releases recipients not from guilt but from the penalty imposed by law.” Still, there are some general differences between amnesties and pardons. Amnesties tend to precede trial and


121. These include Matthew Golsteyn (premeditated murder), Stephen Bannon (wire fraud and money laundering connected to a “We Build the Wall” campaign), Kenneth Kurson (cyberstalking), Casey Urlacher (illegal gambling business), and Tommaso Buti (financial fraud connected to restaurant chain). See Yuliya Talmazan, Rachel Elbaum & Sara Mhaidli, Full List of Trump’s Last-Minute Pardons and Commuted Sentences, NBC NEWS (Jan. 20, 2021, 8:21 AM), https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/full-list-trump-s-last-minute-pardons-commuted-sentences-n1254806 [https://perma.cc/CF25-8F5E]; Off. of the Pardon Att’y, supra note 116.


123. Biddle v. Perovich, 274 U.S. 480, 486 (1927) (“It is a part of the Constitutional scheme. When granted it is the determination of the ultimate authority that the public welfare will be better served by inflicting less than what the judgment fixed.”).


conviction, while pardons more often follow. Amnesties also tend to apply to larger classes of individuals who have committed crimes against the state. For example, the Immigration and Reform Control Act of 1986 granted amnesty for immigration violations to millions of people who satisfied its criteria. Many believe that Congress should pass a similar immigration amnesty provision today.

Prosecutors possess a similar power in their authority to grant witness immunity. The strongest form of witness immunity is “transactional immunity,” which renders a suspect unpunishable for all crimes connected to their testimony. For example, in 1986, James Cardinali testified in a racketeering trial against his boss, John Gotti, head of the Gambino crime family in New York. In return, the government agreed that Cardinali “would not be prosecuted for any crimes he told about,” including four homicides that he committed. As discussed above, Bill Cosby also benefited from witness immunity, which a court relied on to vacate his lone sexual assault conviction.

Prosecutors often grant witness immunity to induce a suspect to cooperate with the investigation of a higher-priority suspect. Alternatively, they may also grant witness immunity to compel testimony from a suspect who has properly invoked their Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. Though controversial, witness immunity, and its capacity to force suspected criminals to testify against their own interests, is an essential tool for prosecutors. “[T]he fact of the matter is

136. Id.
138. See King, supra note 134, at 155.
139. See id. at 156.
Invisible Victims

that police and prosecutors cannot do without [witnesses who are criminals]—period. . . . If a policy were adopted never to deal with criminals as prosecution witnesses, many important prosecutions—especially in the area of organized and conspiratorial crimes—could never make it to court.”

C. Physical Unavailability

Sometimes external circumstances, rather than legal decree, make a person unpunishable. There are two important classes of criminals whom the law has no option to punish because it cannot lay hold to them: fugitives and the deceased.

1. FUGITIVES

A fugitive is a “criminal suspect . . . who flees, evades, or escapes arrest, prosecution, imprisonment, service of process, or the giving of testimony.” Becoming a fugitive is itself a crime, but it simultaneously renders the fugitive (at least temporarily) unpunishable. Regardless of how certain the state is about a suspect’s identity, location, and the nature of alleged crimes, it cannot imprison a suspect it cannot apprehend. Of course, if a fugitive is (re)captured, the fugitive is subject to the full (or remaining) sentence plus any additional sanction for fleeing.

2. THE DECEASED

“[T]he realm of the dead is not invaded, and punishment [is not] visited upon the dead.” When a suspect dies, he moves beyond the possibility and purpose of sanction. “[P]unishment . . . should be abated upon death for shuffling off the mortal coil completely forecloses punishment, incarceration, or rehabilitation, this side of the grave at any rate.” If a criminal fine is assessed and the defendant dies before paying

143. 18 U.S.C. § 1073.
144. Theriault v. Peek, 406 F.2d 117, 117 (5th Cir. 1968) (“Escape from prison interrupts service, and the time elapsing between escape and retaking contribute nothing to the service of the sentence.”).
145. Mervis v. Wolverton, 211 So. 2d 847, 848 (Miss. 1968).
146. United States v. Dudley, 739 F.2d 175, 177 (4th Cir. 1984).
it, the obligation does not pass to his estate. Even in civil law, causes of action for punitive damages tend to expire with the defendant from whom they are sought.

IV. LAWS THAT IMMUNIZE UNPUNISHABLE CRIMINALS FROM TRIAL

The taxonomy of unpunishable criminals demonstrates that the class is large and varied. Yet one regrettable feature unites them: they will never face trial. Their victims will never have an opportunity to testify, nor will they have the satisfaction of a jury verdict. The next Parts explain why this is an unforced error and how the law could do better. This Part demonstrates that for each type of unpunishable suspect (with one minor exception noted below), the law separately provides immunity from prosecution.

Diplomats: Diplomats are shielded from prosecution because the distractions of trial could frustrate their diplomatic function in much the same way that punishment can. Accordingly, federal law provides that “[a]ny action or proceeding brought against an individual who is entitled to immunity . . . under any . . . laws extending diplomatic privileges and immunities, shall be dismissed.”

Presidents: The Department of Justice has a standing policy of not indicting sitting presidents because trial and punishment would distract the president from executing his constitutionally delegated functions. Instead, the Constitution prescribes an alternative federal procedure—impeachment—by which Congress can remove a president.

Legislators: Courts have held that “[t]he history of legislative immunity demonstrates that it was devised to enable and encourage representatives to act on behalf of the public at large without fear of . . .

147. Reed v. Cist, 7 Serg. & Rawle 183, 184 (Pa. 1821) (“No evidence could have supported this action of debt for penalty incurred in the life time of the intestate. It died with him, and did not survive to his administrators.”).

148. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 926(b) (A M. L. INST. 1979) (“[T]he death of the tortfeasor terminates liability for punitive damages.”).


150. See supra Part II.

151. See Garcia, supra note 52, at 2–3.

152. 22 U.S.C. § 254d.

153. A Sitting President’s Amenability to Indictment and Criminal Prosecution, supra note 72, at 260. Note, though, that the Supreme Court recently held that the president is not protected from state subpoenas for evidence. Trump v. Vance, 140 S. Ct. 2412, 2431 (2020).

Charges premised on legislative acts are subject to dismissal.156

Time-Barred Crimes: “Federal courts disagree as to whether a statute of limitations is an affirmative defense or a jurisdictional bar to prosecution.”157 On either interpretation, the expiration of a statute of limitations blocks further prosecution. Under federal law, “no person shall be prosecuted [after the limitations period].”158 State statutes are similarly explicit.159

Incompetent Criminals: “It is a principle of long standing that an insane man may not be tried for a crime.”160 The measure of incompetency is the extent to which an accused can participate in their own defense. Since conviction ordinarily puts a defendant’s liberty at stake, due process “safeguards [their] fundamental right not to stand trial while incompetent.”161

Pardoned Criminals and Amnesty Recipients: A suspect may be granted a pardon or amnesty before, during, or after trial.162 Any further prosecution of the recipient for the targeted crimes is barred.163 If received after conviction, the legal fact of trial and conviction remain; pardons and amnesty do not expunge records.164 When received before conviction—as happens with preemptive pardons—pardons function differently from amnesty in terms of the legal record they create. A recipient must formally accept a pardon, and the Supreme Court has ruled that doing so is tantamount to admitting guilt for the underlying crime.165 By contrast, amnesty usually requires no acceptance and implies no admission.166

---

158. 18 U.S.C. § 3282 (“[N]o person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished” after the limitations period expires.).
159. See, e.g., \textit{CAL. PENAL CODE} § 800 (West 2021) (“[P]rosecution for an offense punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for eight years or more . . . shall be commenced within six years after commission of the offense.”).
162. See Burdick v. United States, 236 U.S. 79, 94–95 (1915).
163. See supra Section III.A.3.
165. Burdick, 236 U.S. at 94.
166. \textit{Id.} at 94–95.
**Fugitives:** Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 43 states that “a defendant must be present” at the initial appearance. Every state, with the possible exception of Pennsylvania, imposes a similar requirement. These rules protect a defendant’s Sixth Amendment rights to “be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation” and “to be confronted with the witnesses against him.” The physical presence of the defendant, and not of his representative, is required: “The right to defend is given directly to the accused; for it is he who suffers the consequences if the defense fails.” Accordingly, most fugitives are not subject to prosecution. The one exception is for fugitives who are present for their initial appearances and subsequently flee. Such suspects are still unpunishable while unapprehended, but because they have been informed of their charges and the consequences of failing to appear, their voluntary absence does not bar prosecution. I discuss such fugitives more extensively below.

**Dead Criminals:** If a defendant dies before trial, no prosecution can commence because the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure mandate a defendant’s presence at the start of trial. If the defendant dies during trial, the judge must dismiss the charges before entering judgment. If the defendant dies while directly appealing their conviction, the case against them abates ab initio: the trial court must vacate the original conviction and dismiss the indictment.

The pattern that emerges from considering the entire taxonomy of unpunishable criminals is that a criminal whom authorities cannot punish is one whom authorities cannot prosecute. The natural inference seems to be that trial has no point if punishment is prohibited. But that flawed logic

---


169. U.S. CONST. amend. VI.


172. *See infra* Part VI.

173. *Fed. R. Crim. P. 43(a)(1).*

174. *United States v. Oberlin*, 718 F.2d 894, 896 (9th Cir. 1983) ("We see no reason to treat a criminal defendant who dies before judgment is entered any differently from one who dies after a notice of appeal has been filed.").

overlooks the interests of the victims whom it renders invisible. It encodes a vision of criminal law that is exclusively oriented to punitive ends.

As argued in the next Part, this is a mistaken and anemic perspective on criminal justice. Criminal law offers many values, some of which trial can uniquely serve. It is worth asking whether the justice system could hold trials even when punishment is off the table. If, as will be argued below, the answer is “yes,” then current law unnecessarily renders victims invisible when it determines that the people who allegedly harmed them are beyond sanction.

V. TRIAL IS NOT JUST A PRELUDE TO PUNISHMENT

Trials can contribute to just outcomes even when there is no possibility of punishment. Current legal doctrine conflates the goals of trial and sanction by routinely barring the former where the latter is unavailable. Expressive theorists of criminal law such as R. A. Duff176 and Henry Hart177 come close to disentangling the two phases of criminal justice by emphasizing the unique condemnatory force of conviction. As Duff notes, “[W]e should not let criminal punishment dominate our discussion of what criminal law is.”178

However, even Duff does not acknowledge the full independent value of trial because he stops short of concluding that trial without the possibility of punishment could be a worthwhile endeavor.179 Like most criminal law theorists, Duff’s view of trial focuses on the defendant. He sees trial as a “calling to account” in which the defendant must be present to receive judgment.180 This perspective, however, marginalizes many other interests of victims and society in trial.181 Only John Gardner has hinted at a willingness to go further: “[E]ven if for some reason we abolish the whole apparatus of criminal sentence and civil remedies, we should


177. See Henry M. Hart, Jr., The Aims of Criminal Law, 23 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 401, 404 (1958) (“What distinguishes a criminal from a civil sanction and all that distinguishes it . . . is the judgment of community condemnation which accompanies and justifies its imposition.”).


179. Duff believes “it is unclear whether punishment is a necessary dimension of criminal law.” Id. at 36.

180. Id.

181. Victims are by definition the parties closest to a given wrong and “have standing to express the harshest [moral] criticism [and] demand answers with the greatest urgency.” See Gabriel S. Mendlow, The Moral Ambiguity of Public Prosecution, 130 YALE L.J. 1146, 1158 (2021).
still think twice about abolishing the trials themselves.” Unfortunately, Gardner did not elaborate.

Victims’ suffering must go unrequited when those who wrong them are beyond sanction. Epstein’s alleged victims felt cheated by his “coward[ly]” suicide. Cosby’s accusers felt “devastat[ed]” when a Pennsylvania court vacated his only sentence. Harry Dunn’s parents longed for the closure of justice after Sacoolas fled the country: “[Y]our legs feel like lead, you’re in pain morning until night that no painkillers can take away.”

However, many theorists overlook the fact that victims lose something further when the solemn forum of the courtroom is closed to them too. Courtney Wild, one of Epstein’s victims, felt the law “robbed [her] and all the other victims of [their] day in court.” Cosby’s accusers felt “cheated” that the statute of limitations barred most charges. For Dunn’s parents, the loss of their son was compounded by having no opportunity to confront his killer: “You’re not able to cry, because we can’t understand this whole situation as to why [Sacoolas] would have left us without wanting to meet us back then. She needs to get on the plane and get back to the UK, just do the right thing.”

This Part states the intuitive case for the independent value of trial for victims and society and then spells out in more detail what the sources of that value are.

A. The Intuition Behind Trial’s Independent Value

After Jeffrey Epstein died, his victims and some officials tapped into the intuition that the criminal justice system still had something to offer.

186. McCoy & Bacon, supra note 183.
188. Perraudin & Helmore, supra note 185.
Chauntae Davies, one of Epstein’s accusers, struck a defiant tone: “I will not let him win in death.”

Officials in France felt similarly on behalf of their citizen-victims and declared, “The death of Mr. Epstein must not deprive his victims of justice.”

Remarks like these are puzzling if one reduces criminal justice to punishing the guilty. On many standard views, what guilty defendants deserve is some measure of suffering proportionate to the seriousness of their crimes. Yet when Davies said Epstein would not “win” and the French officials said his victims would still have “justice,” they knew Epstein was beyond any possibility of material sanction.

Events that unfolded in the weeks after Epstein’s death give some sense of what his victims and French authorities could have had in mind. While acknowledging that the case against Epstein had to be dismissed, presiding Judge Berman took the unusual step of letting trial proceed for one single day. On that day, the criminal law opened its eyes and saw Epstein’s accusers. Twenty of them took the stand to tell of the abuse they suffered; seven more participated through statements read by attorneys.

While scholars’ views of letting the trial temporarily proceed were mixed, Judge Berman’s creative decision comported with the law—he allowed victim testimony as part of the hearing on the prosecutor’s motion to dismiss. The judge remarked that he was doing it “both as a matter of

---


191. ANDREW VON HIRSCH, CENSURE AND SANCTIONS (1993); Kent Greenawalt, Punishment, 74 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 343, 347 (1983) (“[A] retributivist claims that punishment is justified because people deserve it . . . .”).


law and as a measure of respect for the victims.”195 “I believe it is the court’s responsibility, and manifestly within its purview, to ensure that the victims in this case are treated fairly and with dignity.”196

Epstein’s accusers thanked Judge Berman for the opportunity and spoke about how empowering the experience was. As one accuser would remark, the power came in part from becoming visible and being able to seize control of a narrative that was unfolding around her. When Epstein was in control of the narrative, the story was one of dependency and degradation that he and his cohort had used to manipulate the young women.197 Later, when Epstein’s alleged crimes came to light, the media took hold of the narrative. In an effort to validate, the media portrayed the women as passive victims at the hands of cruel abusers.198 But for the accusers themselves, that was not the story they wanted to be a part of either. As one of them would say, “I do not want the narrative to be, ‘Those poor girls.’”199 Testifying at trial gave the victims a forum in which they could seize control of their stories with their own voices as survivors rather than victims.200

The significance of Epstein’s one-day trial illustrates an intuitive point about the value of trial vis-à-vis punishment. Epstein’s accusers valued the trial even though it could, punitively speaking, go nowhere. By prohibiting cases against unpunishable suspects like Epstein, the law treats
prosecution as having only derivative value, as having meaning only to the extent it can facilitate proper punishment.

How did the law get here? Everyone recognizes that trial and punishment have different functions. While trial sorts the guilty from the innocent, punishment gives the guilty the sanction they deserve. But when scholars collapse trial and punishment together under the moniker “criminal law,” the values of punishment rise to salience and drown others out. This is perhaps because of the visceral grasp sanction has over us and of the weighty justificatory burden it bears. Consequently, we standardly speak of the “purposes of criminal law” but list only the four purposes of punishment: retribution, deterrence, rehabilitation, and incapacitation.201

Yet there is no requirement, as a matter of law, logic, or policy, for the same values to apply at all phases of the criminal justice process.202 By focusing on trial in isolation from what it may contribute to eventual punishment, we may discover criminal justice goals that trial is uniquely situated to fulfill. We may better understand what value Judge Berman’s one-day trial of Epstein unlocked for his accusers. We may also find that, for all the good Judge Berman did, full trials of unpunishable suspects and eventual verdicts could offer even more for both victims and society.203

B. Synergies Between Trial Values and Punishment Values

Trial is an effort to shine the light of present judgment on facts that would otherwise remain hidden in the shadows of the past. When carried to successful completion, trial identifies violations that occurred and recognizes them as such. By the time the gavel of conviction falls, stamping a declaration of guilt in the public record, the condemnatory, retributive, and deterrent projects of the criminal law—goals most often associated with punishment—have already begun.

Condemnation often stands out as a function that distinguishes criminal from other modes of legal accountability.204 Theorists usually


202. Benjamin B. Sendor, The Relevance of Conduct and Character to Guilt and Punishment, 10 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POL’Y 99, 120 (1996) (“[T]he determination of guilt and innocence has a different purpose from the determination of punishment.”). For example, I have argued that the purpose of punishing corporate criminals should be rehabilitation, Mihailis E. Diamantis, Clockwork Corporations: A Character Theory of Corporate Punishment, 103 IOWA L. REV. 507, 533–44 (2018), while the purpose of prosecuting them should be expressive condemnation, Mihailis E. Diamantis, Corporate Criminal Minds, 91 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 2049, 2063–64 (2016).


204. Greenawalt, supra note 191, at 351 (“Serious criminal punishment represents society’s strong condemnation of what the offender has done.”).
associate criminal law’s condemnatory message with its capacity to “punish” rather than merely award damages—to lock people up rather than just force them to pay. But as philosopher C.L. Ten has argued, “Condemnation can be expressed by a system of purely symbolic punishment. . . . [T]he verdict of the court already expresses condemnation.” Trial has the unique power to declare a suspect “guilty,” to label him a “felon.” This mark carries society’s strongest condemnatory message. To be sure, “tortfeasor” also has a negative ring to it. It signifies, on prominent accounts, that the defendant failed to calculate and balance the costs of risk and prevention. But only the most contemptible tortfeasors, those who injure with criminal culpability, also warrant the mark of conviction.

The procedural aspects of criminal trial amplify the strength of its message. Conviction reflects the judgment of an entire community, embodied by an (ideally) representative cross-section composed of six to twelve jurors. At sentencing, by contrast, a single judge determines punishment in a process committed to their broad discretion.

205. Hart, supra note 177, at 404–05 (“What distinguishes a criminal from a civil sanction . . . is the judgment of community condemnation which accompanies and justifies its imposition.”).


207. Rubio v. Superior Ct., 593 P.2d 595, 598 (Cal. 1979) (noting that felons “have had the experience of being deprived of their personal liberty by the state and, upon their return to the community, of being stigmatized both publicly and privately because of their former status”).

208. Peter Westen, Reflections on Joshua Dressler’s Understanding Criminal Law, 15 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 311, 313 (2018) (“Yet moral condemnation alone fails to distinguish criminal law from tort law, given that the use of punitive damages in torts also expresses moral condemnation.”).


211. Witherspoon v. Illinois, 391 U.S. 510, 519–20 (1968) (“[O]ne of the most important functions any jury can perform in making such a selection is to maintain a link between contemporary community values and the penal system . . . .”); Clarence Morris, Punitive Damages in Tort Cases, 44 HARV. L. REV. 1173, 1179 (1931) (“[T]he jury’s task is to reflect the social values of the community . . . .”).

212. Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 530 (1975) (“We accept the fair-cross-section requirement as fundamental to the jury trial guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment and are convinced that the requirement has solid foundation.”).

213. Beckles v. United States, 137 S. Ct. 886, 893 (2017) (“Yet in the long history of discretionary sentencing, this Court has ‘never doubted the authority of a judge to exercise broad discretion in imposing a sentence within a statutory range.’”) (quoting United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 233 (2005)).
judges do act with the authority of the state, there is no pretense that they are representative of the community in which they reside.214 It would be disingenuous to pretend that all juries reflect the values of the communities from which they are selected,215 but available statistics tell of a much wider representation gap where judges are concerned.216 There are laws to address juries whose demographics are suspiciously skewed.217 Those laws do not apply to the political processes of appointing and electing judges.

The concern for truth, as reflected in the different evidentiary rules and burdens at trial and sentencing, is another important procedural difference with expressive significance.218 The standards of admissibility for evidence at trial are very high: hearsay,219 character evidence,220 evidence of past crime,221 and the like do not pass muster. Sentencing is more of an evidentiary free-for-all;222 many of the rules that ordinarily assure relevance and veracity do not apply. “[T]he use at sentencing of evidence generally inadmissible at trial, such as hearsay, . . . increase[es] the number of errors being borne by defendants.”223 The burdens of proof at trial (beyond a reasonable doubt)224 and sentencing (mere
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214. *Woodward v. Alabama*, 571 U.S. 1045, 1051 (2013) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (“By permitting a single trial judge’s view to displace that of a jury representing a cross-section of the community, Alabama’s sentencing scheme has led to curious and potentially arbitrary outcomes.”).


218. *Pittman v. Sec’y, Fla. Dep’t of Corr.*, 871 F.3d 1231, 1249 (11th Cir. 2017) (“The accuracy of jury trials depends on adversarial testing, and the broad prohibition on hearsay evidence reflects an understanding that hearsay statements are not amenable to many of the methods our adversarial system relies on to test the quality of evidence.”).


221. *Fed. R. Evid.* 404(b).


224. *In re Winship*, 397 U.S. 358, 364 (1970) (“Lest there remain any doubt about the constitutional stature of the reasonable-doubt standard, we explicitly hold that the Due
preponderance)\(^\text{225}\) reflect a different level of concern for the truth. Under a preponderance standard, otherwise inconsequential facts can tip the balance of evidence in favor of one version of truth and against the other.\(^\text{226}\) Tolerance for error is relatively high.\(^\text{227}\) The greater care and more stringent rules of evidence at trial enhance the gravity of the message conviction sends.\(^\text{228}\) A message that comes too easily, like “facts” and enhancements at sentencing,\(^\text{229}\) carries correspondingly less gravitas.

C. Values Unique to Trial

There are also criminal justice values that trial can uniquely fulfill. Many discussions of criminal justice tend to center on what sort of justice the law can deliver to perpetrators; sidelined too often is the justice that criminal law can deliver for victims.\(^\text{230}\) In the context of unpunishable criminals, scholars who discuss the rights of victims often emphasize restitution.\(^\text{231}\) Yet, as the victims’ rights movement of the 1990s recognized, criminal law’s significance for victims goes far beyond


\(^{227}\) McQueeney v. Wilmington Trust Co., 779 F.2d 916, 926 (3d Cir. 1985) (“Society’s tolerance for risk of error in civil cases may have been subsumed in the decision to establish a lower burden of proof in civil cases . . . .”).

\(^{228}\) Lawrence Friedman, In Defense of Corporate Criminal Liability, 23 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’y 833, 856–57 (2000) (“[T]he burden [of proof beyond a reasonable doubt] reflects the unique significance of the proposition to be proved, as the law seeks to ensure that liability is warranted before moral condemnation is leveled upon an alleged wrongdoer.”).

\(^{229}\) A judge can enhance a defendant’s punishment at sentencing on the basis of facts that the prosecution was unable to prove at trial. See United States v. Bell, 808 F.3d 926, 929 (D.C. Cir. 2015).

\(^{230}\) Jeffrie G. Murphy, Getting Even: The Role of the Victim, 7 SOC. PHIL. & POL’y 209, 209 (1990) (“[V]ictims often feel that their particular injuries are ignored while the system addresses itself to some abstract injury to the state or to the rule of law itself . . . .”); Luca Assirelli & Charlotte Keenan, Crime Victims Can Find It Healing to Meet Offenders—but Too Few Know It, GUARDIAN (Dec. 18, 2018, 9:00 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/law/2018/dec/18/victims-can-find-it-healing-to-meet-offenders-but-too-few-know-it [https://perma.cc/6N5Q-Z6YZ].

Epstein’s case again is illustrative. His accusers say they suffered moral, dignity, physical, and psychological harms at his hands. Restitution at sentencing \(^{233}\) (were it possible) and civil suit (some of which Epstein’s estate settled) \(^{234}\) could make them economically whole. While that is better than nothing, money cannot heal body, mind, or spirit; it cannot restore dignity if one feels one has lost it. Relying solely on cash judgments risks creating the impression that society is “pricing” crime rather than prohibiting and denouncing it.\(^{235}\)

For many victims of serious crime, the path to true healing can begin only once they cease to be “victims.”\(^{236}\) The law can facilitate this transition by helping victims seize control of the narrative unfolding around them in tabloids and newscasts.\(^{237}\) Rather than being passive objects of sympathy, victims have a platform at trial to become active narrators and agents of justice. As Charity O’Reilly, the counseling coordinator for the Network of Victim Assistance, said of the witnesses at Epstein’s one-day trial, “No amount of jail time will make up for the time they suffered. But we cannot overestimate hearing their voices. As a community, we need to say, ‘We hear you. We believe you.’ That is incredibly healing and empowering.”\(^{238}\) Psychologists agree that testifying about the wrongs one has suffered can be therapeutic.\(^{239}\) When an
unpunishable defendant escapes prosecution, “it shows [an] offender again took control and silenced victims that could have been heard. For victims, it feels like another silencing. It’s a microcosm of what happens to victims every day.”240 When the criminal justice system abdicates its truth-finding function, it withholds from victims the voice many of them need to heal. It leaves victims to vie for control of the truth in the public eye. That is a contest in which powerful people like Epstein tend to have the upper hand.241 The fact that Epstein and Cosby managed to silence their victims for decades is testament enough to that dynamic.

When alleged criminals occupy positions of authority and influence, victims’ and society’s interest in truth is at its highest, but their ability to secure truth is at its lowest. Consider a president, who benefits not only from the usual social privileges conferred by wealth, status, and maleness—“When you’re a star, they let you do it. You can do anything”242—but also from the awesome power of his office—“I have the right to do whatever I want as president.”243 If a president criminally abuses an individual,244 his victim’s relative powerlessness compounds the injury. The impeachment process could be another route for securing justice for presidential misconduct, but it is an unreliable substitute for criminal trial. As several senators reminded us in 2019, impeachment is about politics, not truth.245

---


241. See Folkenflik, supra note 237; Laufer & Hughes, supra note 13, at 191 (“Poor, marginalized, and disaffiliated communities experience violence and victimization in relative silence and obscurity . . . .”).


When it rejects its fact-finding mission, the justice system also risks becoming complicit in crime.246 The truth about past misdeeds is uncomfortable for perpetrators who are forced to look their moral failings in the eye. It can also be deeply disconcerting for society as a whole, because, when an innocent is harmed, society is partly to blame for failing to protect.247 By silencing the truths that trial could reveal, the law shields us all from having to reckon with our collective failings and from undertaking the effort of reform.248 But this dynamic cements the social and legal structures that made past victims vulnerable and all but assures that the cycle of victimization will continue.249 As Archbishop Desmond Tutu observed, “[Forgetting the past] result[s] in further victimization of victims by denying their awful experiences.”250

Some theorists believe that forcing society to reckon with its own failings is one of criminal law’s most important purposes.251 Such
reconstructive theories have seen a resurgence of interest in recent years.252 According to those theories, there is a set of shared normative understandings that hold society together.253 Criminal conduct is an assault on those understandings because it purports to prioritize the illegitimate interests of the criminal over the legitimate interests of the victim.254 The criminal justice system helps to mend the damage done to the social fabric by re-establishing the social status of the victim and negating the invalid claim of superiority implicit in the criminal’s conduct.255

Contemporary reconstructive theorists focus on the role of punishment,256 but this approach overlooks the essential and arguably more important (so far as reconstruction is concerned) role of trial.257 As international criminal lawyers are well aware, punishment can even be an impediment to reconstruction.258 Truth and reconciliation commissions find their place in the aftermath of the world’s worst atrocities, such as those that can occur during civil war or dictatorships.259 While truth and


253. Kleinfeld, supra note 252, at 1490.
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258. Emily B. Mawhinney, Restoring Justice: Lessons from Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa and Rwanda, 36 HAMLINE U’S. SCH. L’S. J. PUB. L. & POL’Y 21, 48 (2015) (“Yet, it is unlikely that an offender would experience healing if he or she enters into dialogue under threat of punishment. Victims and community members may have experienced some restorative healing thanks to the opportunity to participate in [truth and reconciliation commissions]. Because the Courts imposed serious legal punishments rather than forgiveness, they were not widely successful in achieving restorative outcomes . . . .”); Paul van Zyl, Justice Without Punishment: Guaranteeing Human Rights in Transitional Societies, in Looking Back Reaching Forward: Reflections on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa 42 (Charles Villa-Vicencio & Wilhelm Verwoerd eds., 2000); John Braithwaite, Narrative and “Compulsory Compassion,” 31 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 425, 430 (2006) (“The core insight of the South African Commission . . . was that impunity might not be replaced primarily with punishment, but with truth and reconciliation based on empowerment of victims through testimony and storytelling that might reconfigure national memory.”).

reconciliation commissions vary widely, their common mandate is to investigate, recognize, and memorialize past wrongs. Uncovering the truth may bring shame to wrongdoers, but truth and reconciliation commissions are never equipped or authorized to punish. Scholars who criticize truth and reconciliation commissions for allowing crimes to go unpunished overlook the fact that the prospect of punishment can undermine commissions’ truth-seeking function. Wrongdoers are crucial participants but are more likely to steer clear if their material interests are at stake. In contrast to contemporary reconstructivists, the vision of justice that proponents of truth and reconciliation espouse is restorative rather than retributive. Sometimes, large societal conflicts heal best when accusers can confront suspects by seeking apology and when suspects can recognize accusers by asking forgiveness.

Proponents of truth and reconciliation need not deny that, in an ideal world, those who violate human rights in national conflicts would receive

(“Throughout this time, many nations, including South Africa, Lebanon, and the nations of the former Yugoslavia, have tried to end internal civil wars and have looked to reconciliation as a means of healing and uniting a wounded and divided people.”).

260. See Michael P. Scharf, The Case for a Permanent International Truth Commission, 7 DUKE J. COMPARE & INT’L L. 375, 379 (1997) (“National reconciliation and individual rehabilitation are facilitated by acknowledging the suffering of victims and their families, helping to resolve uncertain cases, and allowing victims to tell their story, thus serving a therapeutic purpose for an entire country, and imparting to the citizenry a sense of dignity and empowerment that could help them move beyond the pain of the past.”); Elizabeth Stanley, Evaluating the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 39 J. MOD. AFR. STUD. 525, 525–26 (2001).

261. Katie Kerr, Making Peace with Criminals: An Economic Approach to Assessing Punishment Options in the Colombian Peace Process, 37 U. MIA. INT’L REV. 53, 106 (2005) (“Additionally, truth may 1) benefit victims through public acknowledgment of the harm they have suffered; 2) punish injurers by shaming them; 3) facilitate social catharsis; and, most controversially, 4) promote reconciliation.”).


264. Mawhinney, supra note 258, at 26 (“Amnesty can also be an essential tool in getting offenders, as well as victims[,] to the table to begin the process of dialoguing.”).

265. Lisa J. Laplante, Just Repair, 48 CORNELL INT’L L.J. 513, 550–51 (2015) (“Archbishop Desmond Tutu, commenting on the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission, noted that the commission was far more restorative because it followed the spirit of the African understanding of justice as ‘not so much to punish as to redress or restore a balance that has been knocked askew.’” (quoting MARTHA MINOW, BETWEEN VENGEANCE AND FORGIVENESS: FACING HISTORY AFTER GENOCIDE AND MASS VIOLENCE 81 (1998)); Mawhinney, supra note 258, at 23 (“Restorative justice is an alternative to the retributive approach to justice . . . . Unlike retributive justice that emphasizes punishment as a means of righting wrongs, restorative justice empowers the parties themselves to restore justice by alternative means.”)).

the punishment they deserve. But the perfect need not be the enemy of the good. Truth and reconciliation deliver value to victims and societies ravaged by conflict, despite the fact that the world in which truth and reconciliation commissions function is far from ideal. Similarly, the inability to punish should not preclude criminal law’s capacity to uncover truth, affirm victims, and denounce wrongdoing.

D. No Ready Substitute for Criminal Trial

Truth and reconciliation commissions raise the question of whether they, or some other narrative-setting mechanism such as civil trial or popular media (like Lifetime’s documentary *Surviving Jeffrey Epstein*), could validate criminal law’s invisible victims. While these forums can advance important expressive and truth-finding functions, they cannot reproduce the rigor and expressive weight of criminal trial.

Because civil trial and popular media lack the arduous procedural demands of criminal law, they can expose wrongdoing more expeditiously.267 However, the weaker evidentiary standards in civil law and most popular media mean that these fora cannot render conclusions with the level of certainty possible in criminal law. A civil judgment for one party or the other merely signifies a greater-than-fifty-percent likelihood. Random factors of circumstance and otherwise insignificant evidence can easily tip the balance. By contrast, when the criminal justice system speaks, it does so with a certainty that excludes reasonable doubt.

Online media are particularly susceptible to distorting truth. Their obvious appeal is their democratic reach; even otherwise disempowered individuals can create content. However, the dominant narratives in online media tend to reflect the social influence of the speakers or the technical sophistication of their bots, not connection to truth. Studies show that lies get traction online much more quickly than truth: “It takes the truth about six times as long as falsehood to reach 1500 people . . . .”268 Criminal law, by contrast, has a much better chance of delivering a more objective public verdict with the level of confidence that accusers, suspects, and society deserve.

Civil law and popular media also lack the expressive weight of criminal conviction. Of course, civil law does make determinations of fault (e.g., that the defendant unjustifiably injured the plaintiff), and there is no shortage of expressive vitriol online. However, the messages in these fora cannot carry the same gravitas. The various other non-condemnatory


functions of civil law and popular media dilute the seriousness with which they can convey a community’s moral outrage. Private people speak online only in individual capacities and often with as much fervor when critiquing the last season of *Game of Thrones* as when deploring criminal transgression. Furthermore, “[c]ivil and criminal liability have distinct social meanings . . . . [T]he finding of [criminal] liability must recognize that . . . the victim . . . is beyond price.”269 By contrast, the entire purpose of civil law is often precisely to find out how to “price” a violation.270 Placed among the mix of generic contract and unintentional tort awards, the expressive import of civil judgment falls far short of conviction.271 Because civil judgment and popular media have more ambiguous relationships to truth, the fact that their expressive potential is more muted is probably for the best.

Truth and reconciliation commissions are a much more plausible substitute for criminal trials of unpunishable suspects. Properly structured, commissions can instill deeper confidence in both the truth and normative weight of their conclusions. Indeed, the United States already has some limited experience with truth and reconciliation commissions, such as the Maine Wabanaki-State Child Welfare Commission (which investigated state removal of Native children from their homes),272 the Greensboro Commission (which investigated a brutal attack on social and economic justice protesters),273 and the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre Centennial Commission.274

However, truth and reconciliation commissions still do not have the same robust evidentiary standards of criminal trial, and their conclusions lack the normative and condemnatory force of criminal conviction. This is by design. Perpetrators often receive amnesty in exchange for participation.275 Some commissions explicitly state that their mission is to

---

269. Friedman, supra note 228, at 854–55.
270. Kahan, supra note 235, at 619 (“[L]ike fines, civil damages seem to connote that society is ‘pricing’ corporate crime.”).
271. See Hart, supra note 177, at 404 (“What distinguishes a criminal from a civil sanction and all that distinguishes it . . . is the judgment of community condemnation which accompanies and justifies its imposition.”).
establish “an impartial historical record.”276 Truth and reconciliation commissions are less about pointing the finger of communal blame and more about laying a framework for moving past conflict. Victims desire and deserve not just a sterilized accounting of facts, but a moral judgment on their case.277

Perhaps the most significant shortcoming of truth and reconciliation commissions is that they have a poor track record of providing satisfactory results for victims. The Tulsa experience is illustrative. The Oklahoma legislature created the first commission to investigate the Tulsa Race Massacre in 1997.278 Four years later, the commission issued recommendations that, now twenty years on, have yet to be implemented.279 The current commission, the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre Centennial Commission, is faring far worse. All surviving members of the Tulsa Race Massacre have sued the commission and the city of Tulsa, one of whom sought a cease-and-desist order.280 The survivors feel excluded from the Centennial Commission’s work and believe that their stories are being “appropriated” for tourism and economic opportunities.281 The Tulsa experience with truth and reconciliation commissions is part of a general trend. Sixty percent of victims who testified at the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission also reported feeling worse afterwards.282

Fortunately, there is no need to rely on civil law, popular media, or truth and reconciliation commissions to give invisible victims the recognition they deserve. As the next Part discusses, criminal courts and procedure are suited to the task, with some modest reforms.

VI. SEEING THE INVISIBLE WHILE PROTECTING THE UNPUNISHABLE

Invisible victims and unpunishable suspects have conflicting, legitimate interests. The ideal world—where all criminals receive the punishment they deserve and all victims receive their due recognition—is


277. 3 ANTONY DUFF, LINDSAY FARMER, SANDRA MARSHALL & VICTOR TADROS, THE TRIAL ON TRIAL: TOWARDS NORMATIVE THEORY OF THE CRIMINAL TRIAL 80–81 (2007) (“[P]eople seem to care about trials and verdicts even when punishment is not, or is no longer, at issue.”).
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unavailable. Any path forward is fraught with difficulty. This Part’s modest claim is that any bright-line rule against courts trying unpunishable suspects will necessarily strike the wrong balance some of the time. The Sections that follow introduce three variables for gauging unpunishable suspects’ interests in avoiding trial and weighing them against invisible victims’ claims to recognition: (1) whether the suspect is permanently or temporarily unpunishable, (2) whether the suspect voluntarily took steps to render themselves unpunishable, and (3) whether the suspect could, if they so desired, defend themselves in court.

As the charts below illustrate, the three variables cut across the taxonomy of unpunishable suspects introduced in Part III.
Could Participate in Trial | Could Not Participate in Trial
---|---
**Voluntarily Became Unpunishable** | • Running of Limitations Period  
• Pardoned Suspects  
• Immune Witnesses  
• Fugitives (if apprehension unlikely)  

**Took No Steps for Purpose of Becoming Unpunishable** | • Suspects who Committed Suicide  

---

**Voluntarily Became Unpunishable** | • Diplomats  
• Legislators  
• Amnesty Recipients  

**Took No Steps for Purpose of Becoming Unpunishable** | • Deceased Suspects (not by suicide)  
• Permanently Incompetent

---

---

Figure 1. Permanently Unpunishable Suspects

---

---

**Voluntarily Became Unpunishable** | • Fugitives (if apprehension likely)  

**Took No Steps for Purpose of Becoming Unpunishable** | • Temporarily Incompetent (if medication declined)  

---

---

**Voluntarily Became Unpunishable** | • Presidents  

**Took No Steps for Purpose of Becoming Unpunishable** | • Temporarily Incompetent (if untreatable)

---

---

Figure 2. Temporarily Unpunishable Suspects

---

Raising these three variables naturally prompts the question of who should weigh them in deciding whether to proceed to trial against an unpunishable suspect. One natural option is to rely on prosecutors, who are already the gateway from investigation to trial. For ordinary punishable suspects, prosecutors must balance many factors in deciding whether to indict. The strength of the evidence is one salient factor, but so, too, are the criminal justice value of the case, the costs of pursuing the case, and the collateral effects (both positive and negative) of a potential conviction. Prosecutors decline some cases even where the evidence

---

283. I include diplomats, legislators, and presidents as involuntarily unpunishable because they ordinarily do not seek their government positions in order to become unpunishable.

284. Where people must apply for amnesty, they would count as voluntarily unpunishable.
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would likely lead to an easy conviction, because the balance of considerations tells against trial.\textsuperscript{287} Reckoning these values and uncertainties is no easy task, but it is the sort of decision that prosecutors must make all the time.\textsuperscript{288} Extending prosecutorial discretion to include decisions about whether to proceed to trial against an unpunishable suspect would introduce some additional variables but would amount to nothing different in kind.

In terms of the three variables discussed below, prosecutors should feel freest to indict where suspects are permanently unpunishable, voluntarily unpunishable, or could participate in trial. Where a suspect is permanently unpunishable, there is no chance that delay would open the possibility of a preferable course: an ordinary trial followed by any due punishment. If a suspect voluntarily did something to make themselves unpunishable or could assist in their own defense, any potential unfairness of proceeding to trial is mitigated because it would be a consequence of the suspect’s free choice.\textsuperscript{289} By contrast, prosecutors should hesitate where a suspect is only temporarily unpunishable, did nothing to make themselves unpunishable, or has no way to participate in their defense.

Since the stakes of trial and conviction are by definition lower for unpunishable suspects, there is a risk that prosecutors, jurors, and judges will let their guards down. If victims are present, their pain may be very palpable. If the defendant is absent, the stakes of conviction may seem inconsequential. That dangerous impression must be avoided at all costs. The value of trying unpunishable suspects crucially depends on maintaining the integrity and high standards of the criminal justice process. Additional procedural protections should be in place. A criminal process that weakens its standards has little value for society’s obligation to come to terms with its actual shortcomings. Victims deserve not just a show trial over some convenient defendant, but true empowerment over the narrative that unites them and those who actually wronged them. A criminal process that is hasty, inattentive, inaccurate, or unfair loses the solemn authority and expressive force that form a large part of the value.

\textsuperscript{287} See id. § 9-27.2200 cmt. (“[T]he attorney for the government’s belief that a person’s conduct constitutes a federal offense and that the admissible evidence will probably be sufficient to obtain and sustain a conviction is not sufficient standing by itself to commence or recommend prosecution.”).

\textsuperscript{288} James M. Cole, Remarks at Criminal Litigation Ethics Conference: University of California, Hastings College of Law, August 2, 2013, 65 Hastings L.J. 1148, 1151 (2014) (“Prior to charging, an ethical prosecutor takes on an almost judicial role, trying to balance many difficult factors and make wise decisions that are in the best interest of the community, almost becoming his own adversary.”); Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357, 364 (1978) (“In our system, so long as the prosecutor has probable cause to believe that the accused committed an offense defined by statute, the decision whether or not to prosecute, and what charge to file or bring before a grand jury, generally rests entirely in his discretion.”).

\textsuperscript{289} See Diaz v. United States, 223 U.S. 442, 455 (1912).
of prosecuting unpunishable suspects. Even worse, such a process could bleed over and undermine the perceived integrity of ordinary criminal trials.290

The following three Sections discuss supplemental procedural protections for trials against unpunishable suspects. Each of the three variables is a possible juncture calling for special process to ensure that recognizing invisible victims does not unduly burden the legitimate interests of unpunishable suspects. The procedural enhancements that follow are familiar solutions that courts already use to handle structurally similar challenges.

A. Permanently Versus Temporarily Unpunishable

Some criminals are permanently unpunishable. For example, deceased criminals and those with diplomatic immunity may never face sanction. By contrast, executive immunity technically protects presidents only while they are in office.291 Though President Trump has not yet faced any criminal charges, President Biden stated publicly that he would not stand in the way if the DOJ chose to proceed.292 Fugitives are in a grey area of uncertainty depending on the likelihood of apprehension. If apprehended, they become punishable. Some fugitives, such as those who have fled to a foreign jurisdiction that has no extradition agreement with the United States, are, for all practical purposes, permanently unpunishable.293

Because of the higher criminal justice value of trying suspects who, if found guilty, can be punished, there should be an elevated threshold for

290. See PAUL H. ROBINSON, INTUITIONS OF JUSTICE AND THE UTILITY OF DESERT 534 (2013) (arguing that criminal law is an integrated whole and that shortcomings in one part can undermine perceptions of the rest).


indicting suspects who are only temporarily unpunishable. The preferable course ordinarily would be to wait for authorities to apprehend fugitives and for presidential suspects to lose the protections of their office. There could be circumstances involving a temporarily unpunishable suspect, though, where time is of the essence. Some impending future event—such as the death of a victim—could significantly reduce the value of delay.

If prosecutors choose to indict a temporarily unpunishable suspect, a hard legal protection should be in place: if convicted while unpunishable, the suspect must have the option of a retrial should they subsequently become punishable. This would ensure that a defendant who was convicted in absentia or while the stakes were very different is not unfairly prejudiced once circumstances change. Other countries that allow their courts to try international fugitives in absentia mandate a similar protection.294

Given the victim-oriented concerns of this Article, one of the most significant costs of retrial is that victims may be called upon to testify a second time. While testifying can be empowering for victims, it also can reopen old wounds. Prosecutors should consult victims when deciding whether to indict a temporarily unpunishable suspect and give heavy weight to their preferences. Where victims prefer to leave the past behind them, the strong presumption should be against indictment. Where victims wish to proceed against a suspect who is only temporarily unpunishable, prosecutors should first advise victims about the relative likelihood of retrial.

B. Voluntarily Versus Involuntarily Unpunishable

Some criminals take purposeful steps to make themselves unpunishable. This category includes criminals who accept pardons or who take their own lives to avoid trial (as Epstein seems to have done). Fugitives also count as voluntarily unpunishable because they could always turn themselves over to authorities. Other criminals—such as those who die of natural causes or who receive amnesty—have no say in the circumstances that make them unpunishable.

Authorities should feel freer to indict suspects who are voluntarily unpunishable. The law already recognizes that suspects’ voluntary choices

294. See, e.g., Stan Starygin & Johanna Selth, Cambodia and the Right to Be Present: Trials in Absentia in the Draft Criminal Procedure Code, 2005 SING. J. LEGAL STUD. 170, 174 (listing several countries with safeguards for fugitives convicted in absentia); see Alan Greenblatt, Knox or Not: Plenty of Cases Are Tried Without a Defendant, NPR (Mar. 26, 2013, 4:04 PM), https://www.npr.org/2013/03/26/175374848/knox-faces-a-new-trial-even-if-she-s-not-there [https://perma.cc/466Z-8PTN] (“In the vast majority of cases, you’d have to retry the person, if and when you find them.”) (quoting Southern Methodist University Law Professor Christopher Jenks).
can adversely affect the procedural protections they are due. For example, although a criminal defendant has a constitutional right to be present at every stage of their trial, if the defendant is “voluntarily absent after trial has begun” (e.g., because they have fled the jurisdiction), the trial may proceed without them. That principle of voluntary relinquishment, presently limited in law to fugitives who flee during trial, should extend to other voluntarily unpunishable suspects.

When a suspect does something to make themselves unpunishable, they create a potential justice deficit because they block any sanction that may be due. When the law also bars any trial of that suspect, it further rewards the suspect’s decision by shielding them from the moral reckoning of trial. This potentially allows wrongdoers to injure their victims a second time by silencing victims’ opportunities to demand recognition. Protection from punishment does not necessitate, and should not entail, the right to hide the past and to bar society’s moral judgment. As one federal court remarked of suspects who commit suicide to avoid prosecution, “It seems contrary to our system of justice to allow . . . [the suspect] to be absolved of all criminal liability because he intentionally took his own life.”

The balance of normative considerations is more nuanced for suspects who, like amnesty recipients and legislators, generally do nothing to make themselves unpunishable. Since the suspect’s choice is not involved, the law does not risk creating unsavory incentives. Authorities should ask, for each case, whether the purpose behind the law that makes the suspect unpunishable is consistent with exposing them to prosecution. In many cases, the answer is likely “no.” For example, the purpose of awarding amnesty to undocumented immigrants in the Immigration and Reform Control Act of 1986 was to decriminalize and provide a path to citizenship for over two million people. Prosecution would frustrate both goals. Similarly, legislative immunity exists “to insure that legislators are not distracted from or hindered in the performance of their legislative tasks by being called into court to defend their actions.”

295. Fed. R. Crim. P. 43(c)(1) (“A defendant who was initially present at trial . . . waives the right to be present . . . when the defendant is voluntarily absent after the trial has begun . . .”); Smith v. United States, 94 U.S. 97, 97–98 (1876) (noting prison escapee could appear at retrial if he so chose).

296. Laufer & Hughes, supra note 13, at 173–74 (expressing concern that “offenders control not only their victims, but survivors and, in a very real way, the state’s response to violent victimization”).


legislators to the inconvenience of prosecution for official acts would often undermine the value of protecting them from punishment. However, even when prosecution would undermine the purpose for which a suspect is unpunishable, there should be no absolute bar to trial. Rather, authorities should proceed more cautiously before deciding to indict and pursue only high-criminal-justice-value cases, like those that involve particularly heinous crimes or many victims.

C. Could Versus Could Not Participate in Defense

Perhaps the most important variable affecting the decision whether to try an unpunishable suspect is whether the suspect could meaningfully participate in their defense. Nothing prevents fugitives and suspects protected by statutes of limitations from appearing in court to defend themselves. Deceased and incompetent suspects do not have that option. Different procedural safeguards should be in place depending on whether the accused could meaningfully participate.

Even where prosecutors decide to proceed against an unpunishable suspect, judges should hold a hearing to determine the suspect’s ability to participate in trial. In some cases, as when the defendant is dead or otherwise physically incapacitated, an inquiry into morgue, hospital, and jail records would easily establish the suspect’s unavailability. In other cases, the issue could be far more complex. For suspects whose mental incompetency would compromise their participation, courts should engage in the sort of fact-intensive competency hearing they presently use to determine competency to stand trial. For suspects who have executive, legislative, or diplomatic immunity, judges should ask whether trial would significantly impair the governmental functions that immunity from punishment was designed to protect. While immunity will often win out, this will not always be the case, especially where trial is expected to be relatively short or uncomplicated. Trial is much less onerous than punishment, as is trial’s level of potential interference with official

300. See 18 U.S.C. § 4241(a) (prescribing hearings about competency to stand trial).
301. See Commonwealth v. Kelly, 78 A.3d 1136, 1143 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2013) (requiring the prosecution to demonstrate via a hearing that the defendant is absent without cause); People v. Molina, 462 N.Y.S.2d 338, 343 (N.Y. App. Div. 1983) (requiring the prosecution, in order to decide on the issue of voluntary absence, to check hospitals, morgues, and jails for the defendant and articulating that a defendant will not be tried in absentia “unless he cannot be found after reasonable efforts to locate him, coupled with the lack of evidence that he is dead or ill,” which implicitly suggests that the defendant must be alive for the trial to continue).
302. Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162, 180 (1975); 40 Am. Jur. 2d Proof of Facts § 6 (1984) (“A competency hearing is required only where evidence from any source, including the trial judge’s own doubts about the defendant’s competence, raises a ‘bona fide doubt’ as to the defendant’s competency.”).
duties. Presidents and legislators are not immune from civil suit and have participated as defendants in civil trials without derailing their duties. After the court determines whether the defendant could participate in trial, it should implement the procedural protections discussed below.

1. NOT ABLE TO PARTICIPATE

One of the most fundamental protections in the criminal justice system is the right to mount an effective defense and participate in one’s own trial. The Sixth Amendment provides in pertinent part that the defendant has the right to “be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation” and “to be confronted with the witnesses against him.” With regard to notice, the defendant can insist that the indictment sufficiently apprise them of the charge in order to prepare a defense. The Confrontation Clause guarantees defendants the opportunity to test the memories and consciences of witnesses and allows defendants to face the jury. Federal law and many state laws go further, clarifying the defendant’s right to be physically present at trial. For example, “[t]he [Utah] legislature has deemed it essential to the protection of one whose life or liberty is involved in a prosecution for felony, that he shall be personally present at the trial.”

Clearly, a suspect who cannot participate in their trial because they are dead or incompetent cannot exercise their rights to be informed of the charges against them, to confront witnesses, or to be meaningfully present. However, the drafters of the constitutional provisions and statutes guaranteeing a right to physical presence likely did not have unpunishable suspects in mind. As observed above, American lawmakers often conflate immunity from punishment with immunity from trial. With these two concepts distinguished, however, it becomes apparent that the rights to participate in trial apply with less force where neither “life [n]or liberty is involved.” This is not to say the rights become nullities. A suspect who
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wishes to participate must not be prevented from doing so. Yet, where the stakes of conviction are lower, as they by definition are for unpunishable suspects, victims’ claims to recognition through trial loom larger.

For dead suspects, the stakes of possible conviction are as low as they get.312 Even the psychic value of having a name untarnished by criminal conviction can be of no comfort in the grave.313 A dead suspect’s clear name does have some social value—that is why presidents and governors will sometimes issue posthumous pardons—314—but its value is to the integrity of the criminal justice system, not to the individual.315 That integrity is best assured at trial. The benefits of trial—to victims and society—remain because, contrary to the language of one court a century ago, the injuries resulting from crime are not “buried with the offender.”316

Even if the stakes for unpunishable suspects are lower, the integrity of the criminal justice process still demands attention to stringent procedures. The adversarial approach to uncovering truth in U.S. courtrooms depends on highly motivated, competing parties who bring to

---

312. Jeffrey E. Feinstein, Abatement and Criminal Appeals: The Case of the Dead Defendant, N.Y. St. Bar J., Nov. 1987, at 41, 431 (“[W]hile a defendant’s death certainly renders moot any interest the deceased defendant had in the outcome of a particular appeal, the judgment of conviction, as well as any rules of law established by the defendant’s case, can have a profound impact on survivors.”). The consequences to his estate could be more substantial where victim restitution or criminal fines are ordered. People v. Peters, 537 N.W.2d 160, 161–62 (Mich. 1995) (permitting order of restitution to stand when defendant died after trial); United States v. Pomeroy, 152 F. 279, 280, 283 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1907) (abating criminal fine). Where a defendant was alive during trial, the assets used to pay restitution more properly belong with the victims than with heirs. See United States v. Dudley, 739 F.2d 175, 178 (4th Cir. 1984). Where the defendant died before trial, as for fugitives, the trial court should not enter the sentencing phase after a guilty verdict, so no restitution would be ordered.

313. While “the surviving family has an interest in preserving, unstained, the memory of the deceased defendant or his reputation,” State v. Morris, 328 So. 2d 65, 67 (La. 1976), victims have a greater interest in truth.
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light the most important facts and advance the best arguments. Though studies show people are capable of objectively assessing evidence even when suspects are not physically present, there is surely a higher risk of error when suspects do not participate in preparing their own defense. The risk of error could undermine the fairness of any conviction and the procedural integrity that is critical to criminal law’s expressive force.

This is a common problem in criminal procedure, and courts already have mechanisms in place to help. Ordinary punishable suspects have varying levels of interest and competency to participate in their defense. Some refuse to participate entirely. Whenever a suspect does not participate, whether by choice or necessity, the compromise to the adversarial quest for truth is the same. Yet the law does not always let this stand as a barrier to trial. If it did, a suspect’s lack of interest, below-average competency, or refusal to participate would serve as a shield to all criminal liability. Rather, the law relies, as needed, on the zealous advocacy of public defenders to make the best case on their client’s behalf.

Trials in absentia of unpunishable suspects are not unheard of in other countries, and U.S. courts could turn to foreign jurisdictions for some best practices. According to Kurt Volker, the former U.S ambassador to NATO, “It’s common practice, not only in Europe. . . . It’s done when the defendant is not physically at hand, yet the legal outcome can be pursued.” In 2020, for example, Turkey tried twenty Saudis who were accused of killing and dismembering journalist Jamal Khashoggi. The murder took place on Turkish soil, but Saudi Arabia refused to extradite the suspects. In 2009, Italy tried U.S. citizen Amanda Knox for murdering a student and separately tried twenty-six other Americans (including a former CIA station chief) for kidnapping an Egyptian

317. Margaret B. Kwoka, The Procedural Exceptionalism of National Security Secrecy, 97 B.U. L. Rev. 103, 110 (2017) (“An adversarial justice system is one in which the judicial process relies on attorneys to investigate the facts and law, present the issues to the court, and engage in zealous advocacy on behalf of their clients.”).
318. See, e.g., United States v. Perkins, 787 F.3d 1329, 1340 (11th Cir. 2015) (“The record reflects that Mr. Perkins was not unable to assist his attorney with his defense; Mr. Perkins simply chose not to participate in his defense.”).
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In 2021, British courts made a first-time decision to proceed with a trial in absentia of Anne Sacoolas (whose case is discussed above).\textsuperscript{324} “Prosecutors may be worried that delays could mean witnesses might die . . . or that evidence would be lost.”\textsuperscript{325} Foreign courts administer extra procedural protections in such trials, including retrying the suspect if they are ever apprehended.\textsuperscript{326}

The United Kingdom has procedures for trying suspects who are considered unfit to plead because they lack “sufficient intellect to comprehend the course of the proceedings so as to make a proper defence.”\textsuperscript{327} Such suspects are functionally absent from trial. Under English law, they also are immune from punishment.\textsuperscript{328} Still, English law requires judges to hold a “trial of facts” to determine whether the suspect “did the act or made the omission charged against him.”\textsuperscript{329} The jury has two options: acquit the suspect or find the suspect did indeed perform the criminal act or omission.\textsuperscript{330} Because the suspect is unfit to mount their own defense, special procedural protections apply. For example, the court must appoint a representative “to put the case for the defense.”\textsuperscript{331} Even the U.K. Law Commission, which issued a report critical of trials of facts, found that the “procedure, whereby counsel or a solicitor is appointed by the court to represent the accused and to present his or her case, works well in terms of assisting an unfit accused.”\textsuperscript{332} Because of the significant similarities between U.K. and U.S. law, trials of fact are a helpful template for conceptualizing how prosecution of unpunishable suspects might look here.

When trying an unpunishable suspect who will not participate in their own defense, courts should always appoint a public defender. Judges

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{324} Hallam, supra note 30.
\item \textsuperscript{325} Greenblatt, supra note 294.
\item \textsuperscript{326} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{327} \textit{Rex v. Pritchard} [1836] 7 LJKB 303 (UK). I am grateful to Andrew Cornford and Antony Duff for drawing my attention to this feature of British law.
\item \textsuperscript{328} Criminal Procedure (Insanity and Unfitness to Plead) Act, (1991) § 4A(2)(b) (UK).
\item \textsuperscript{329} \textit{Id.} § 4A(3).
\item \textsuperscript{330} \textit{Id.} § 4A(3)–(4).
\item \textsuperscript{331} \textit{Id.} § 4A(2)(b).
\end{itemize}
should also admonish the jury that its task is no less serious and that the standards for conviction are no less rigorous just because the defendant is absent from trial. ³³³ No adverse inference should be drawn. ³³⁴ A judge could even, as R. A. Duff has suggested, “warn[] the jury to consider whether the defendant’s inability to give evidence creates a reasonable doubt about his guilt.” ³³⁵

Admittedly, these precautions cannot fully reproduce the adversarial benefits of having a suspect who is competent, fully motivated, and available for trial in person. Courts have held, however, that such additional procedures are sufficient to protect the integrity of trial when a defendant refuses to participate. Where unpunishable suspects are concerned, the case for proceeding to trial with these protections is even stronger. The consequences of conviction are, by definition, significantly diminished, but victims’ right to be recognized is no weaker.

2. ABLE TO PARTICIPATE

Some unpunishable suspects, like those who are unpunishable only because the limitations period has passed, could participate in their own defense. In the ideal circumstance, they would choose to do so. Their presence would best ensure the integrity of the trial process. Where victims hope to confront their wrongdoers, in-person participation from both parties is essential. Furthermore, society’s expressive interests in conviction and acquittal are best satisfied when the suspect is present to receive the jury’s judgment. The normative landscape becomes more complicated when defendants could participate but refuse to do so.

Given the higher criminal justice value of trying an unpunishable suspect who actually participates in their defense, the law should do what it can, short of compelling the suspect’s presence, ³³⁶ to secure that result. Most crucially, prosecutors and courts should ensure to the extent possible that unpunishable suspects have notice of the charges against them, the impending trial, and the consequences of failing to appear. Though all jurisdictions already require such notice before trial of ordinary suspects,

---

³³³. 75A AM. JUR. 2D Trial § 1071 (2021); see also James G. Starkey, Trial in Absentia, 53 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 721, 738 (1979).

³³⁴. 75A AM. JUR. 2D Trials § 1071 (2021) (“While the jury in a state criminal trial may be apprised of the absence of the defendant from the proceedings and the reason therefor when the trial is continued in the defendant’s absence, the jury should not be allowed to draw an inference of guilt from the absence.”); see Taylor v. United States, 414 U.S. 17, 18 (1973) (per curiam) (upholding trial of absent defendant and noting that, “[t]hroughout the remainder of trial, the [trial] court admonished the jury that no inference of guilt could be drawn from [defendant]’s absence”).

³³⁵. DUFF, supra note 178, at 33.

³³⁶. Attempting to compel an unpunishable defendant to attend trial risks converting him into a punishable defendant. As assumed here, any defendants who are presently unpunishable are properly so.
most have a very limited conception of the form such notice can take. Most require, as federal law does, that the notice occur in the courtroom in the physical presence of the defendant. This means that if a defendant is not physically available or refuses to attend the initial stages of trial, they are immune to all prosecution. However, as the Supreme Court has remarked, it is not “consonant with the dictates of common sense that an accused person . . . should be at liberty, whenever he pleased, to withdraw himself from the courts of his country and to break up a trial.”

What the Sixth Amendment rightly guarantees is notice, not some specific form of notice. Notice must be sufficient to permit voluntary waiver, whether that waiver occurs out of the courtroom (by failing to appear) or in the courtroom (by creating a disturbance requiring removal). Pennsylvania is one of the only U.S. jurisdictions to recognize that pretrial notice need not require the defendant to set foot in a courtroom; its courts are more dismissive of the distinction between a defendant who voluntarily never appears and one who initially appears and thereafter refuses to return. “To distinguish [one trial from another because the first] trial began with [the defendant] in attendance whereas [the defendant in the second] never appeared for trial is to rely on an almost meaningless distinction . . . .” Pennsylvania’s Rule 602(a) provides that a “defendant’s absence without cause at the time scheduled for the start of trial or during trial shall not preclude proceeding with the trial.”

A defendant can count as “absent without cause” if they have been made aware of the charges against them. Where prosecutors provide adequate notice, “failure to appear initially for trial is sufficient [in Pennsylvania] to hold the trial in absentia.”


339. United States v. Martinez, 923 F. Supp. 861, 868 (E.D. Va. 1996) ("[N]otice to the defendant . . . [was a] linchpin[] of . . . constitutional waiver of the Sixth Amendment right . . . .").


342. See Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337 (1970); see also Iowa R. Crim. P. 2.27(2)(b) (permitting the defendant to be excluded based on conduct); Colo. R. Crim. P. 43(b)(2) (stating that, after being warned by the court, defendant will be removed for continued disruptive behavior); Mass. R. Crim. P. 45(a) (permitting defendant to be removed for disruptive behavior).


There are two types of out-of-court notice that jurisdictions could deem sufficient. The more demanding route, which Pennsylvania opted for, is to require actual notice. Accordingly, a prosecutor who would like to proceed to trial with an absent defendant must show by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant actually received sufficient notice of the charges, trial, and consequences of failing to appear.\(^{347}\) As Pennsylvania’s Rules Committee noted, though, this is a very difficult bar for prosecutors to meet when a defendant is not present at the start of trial.\(^{348}\) For many unpunishable suspects, especially fugitives, the burden of proving actual notice likely would prove insurmountable. Jurisdictions that want the option of prosecuting unpunishable suspects could adopt the second type of out-of-court notice—constructive notice. Courts may find that communicating to a legal representative (if one exists), a last-known mailing address,\(^{349}\) or news outlets,\(^{350}\) etc.,\(^{351}\) may suffice in those circumstances when a suspect’s location proves elusive.

**CONCLUSION**

“[W]hen we automatically close the courthouse door . . . we implicitly express a value judgment on the comparative importance of classes of legally protected interests.”\(^{352}\) The courthouse door closed on Lessie Blenningfeld, Viola Fletcher, and Hughes Van Ellis, the three living survivors of the Tulsa Race Massacre.\(^{353}\) No public criminal record will ever memorialize the brutality they experienced a century ago; no criminal jury will ever condemn the wrong they suffered.

The living Tulsa Race Massacre survivors are just three members of the broad class of invisible victims that this Article uncovers. For reasons that have nothing to do with strength or seriousness of their cases, various doctrines internal to criminal law bar the justice system from acknowledging them. Standing opposite every invisible victim is an
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348. Commonwealth of Pa. Rules Comm., supra note 346, at 5 (“The Committee noted that it is unlikely that most judicial districts will be able to provide information by the summons or at the preliminary arraignment that would constitute sufficient notice of all further proceedings after the preliminary hearing, including the date of the trial.”).
349. See, e.g., Ala. R. Crim. P. 3.4.
351. 62B Am. Jur. 2d Process § 139 (2022) (“Constructive service is only allowable in certain limited cases, and statutes governing constructive or substitute service of process must be strictly complied with, and such provisions are to be strictly construed.”).
353. See Jordan, supra note 6.
unpunishable criminal—someone whom the law immunizes. There are often good reasons for protecting these criminals from punishment. But the law goes too far when it also automatically prohibits courts from inquiring into their misconduct. This is unfair to invisible victims because it denies them access to our most solemn public forum. By utilizing the procedures discussed above, the law could take a more balanced approach. It could protect the most important interests of unpunishable criminals while acknowledging invisible victims’ claims to moral recognition. In brief, the law should allow trials of unpunishable defendants whom invisible victims accuse of wronging them. Those trials should proceed cautiously to judgment but stop short of sentencing.

Without trial and its final judgment of guilt or innocence, the qualification “alleged” will forever punctuate any wrong an invisible victim suffers. Invisible victims must fight for narrative space in newspapers, tabloids, and civil courts, where they are up against unpunishable defendants who often wield significant social, economic, or political clout. The loudest, the most popular, and the most powerful voices become, for all intents and purposes, the truth. And invisible victims remain hidden from view.

Invisible victims deserve more. People like Judge Berman, who oversaw Epstein’s one-day trial, know this. With some modest reforms, the criminal justice system could leverage pre-existing procedures to ensure that invisible victims have their day in court. While these invisible victims may never know the satisfaction of justice being done to those who wronged them, they will at least have the recognition they are due.

Over and above tangible benefits, the possibility of prosecuting unpunishable criminals also has appealing theoretical implications for a broad range of perspectives on the nature of criminal law. It casts doubt on reductive accounts that equate criminal justice with proper punishment because it draws attention to the independent value of trial. This should be a welcome result for dyed-in-the-wool retributivists who favor robust criminal justice responses—prosecuting criminals who are unpunishable allows for some movement toward justice in cases where currently there can be none. At the opposite end of the criminal theory spectrum are abolitionists who are skeptical of criminal law’s punitive orientation. For them, this Article may offer a vision of criminal justice that does not necessitate punishment—trial in the absence of sanction.